
 
 
 

The Good Schools Guide – Channing Junior School Review 

Head of the Junior School 

Since September 2018, Dina Hamalis (40s), previously academic director of Sarum Hall. She 
has a degree in education, specialising in English and history, and spent five years at St Albans 
High Prep where she became English coordinator, moving to Highgate School (curriculum 
coordinator) then UCS pre-prep (SENCo, G&T and EAL coordinator) before joining Sarum 
Hall in 2011. She is an ISI inspector for both education quality and compliance. 

Teaching is in the blood. ‘They tried to put me off!’ she laughs, but she bit the bullet and 
hasn’t looked back. Interestingly, she never had aspirations to be a head but - humility alert – 
says, ‘they must have seen something in me over the years.’ Eventually decided it was worth 
a shot as she could ‘have influence on the whole school, not just the classroom.’ Now 
adores it. No timetabled teaching, but visits every class regularly, is often spotted in form 
time during lockdown, reads to younger ones and hosts much coveted tea parties for 
reception pupils. ‘She’s evolving before our very eyes,’ reckoned parent – ‘she had big shoes 
to fill and she’s not only filling them but making them her own.’ ‘Has captured not only the 
school, but what she wants it to be.’ ‘We get regular letters from her and the senior head 
and I thought I’d dismiss them, but genuinely enjoy reading them.’ 

Grew up in Herts, now lives in west London. Gives the role her all, but insists ‘downtime is 
important,’ choosing when possible to spend it at art exhibitions and history and design 
museums (‘I can’t wait for the V&A to open again’) and at the theatre. Cyprus, where her 
family comes from, beckons in holiday times, as well as travelling more widely. 

Entrance 

Main entry at 4+. About 200 assessed (ie observed performing a range of ‘nursery tasks’) for 
48 places (two classes of 24) in January before entry, then whittled down in a second round. 
Girls with sharp elbows need not apply: ‘We’re looking for bright girls, who are interested 
and interesting, can work independently as well as collaboratively, and very importantly 
show respect and kindness towards others.' The school’s increasing popularity means 
they’re now first choice for most applicants. No 7+ entry; a smattering of vacancies higher 
up. Most families, however, are here for the duration. 

Exit 

The mode is all-through and the focus is to prepare girls well for the next stage, not for 
admissions elsewhere. ‘It’s a huge boon to get your child in at four and not have to scrape 
around for places elsewhere,’ said parent. In most years, a few leave for other schools – 10 
per cent in 2020, usually because they’re moving out of London, though some to board or 



into the state sector (including highly competitive selective schools, like Henrietta Barnett). 
Occasional one or two to other leading independents, such as Highgate and St Paul’s Girls’. 
Children who would really struggle at the senior school are also gently guided elsewhere. 
Those who stay the course benefit academically in the longer-term, claims school, with girls 
who come up from juniors consistently outperforming others in the senior school at GCSE 
level and A level. 

Our view 

Set opposite its senior school, behind high walls and tall gates in Highgate’s traffic-packed 
high street, the school’s rather forbidding exterior belies the pleasures within. Located in 
what was once Fairseat, the fine Victorian mansion of the Waterlow family, the junior school 
moved into its current accommodation in 1926, retaining a generous slice of the original 
gardens (the remainder was donated to the community to become adjoining Waterlow 
Park). The large house (with far-reaching views) now contains large, light classrooms and 
plenty of elbow room for all - even more so with recent extensive refurbishments that 
include new classrooms and a multi-purpose hall (a new science lab, drama studio and 
technology room are next on the list). Gardens house a soon to be renovated adventure 
playground while three outdoor learning areas (mud kitchen, classroom and a pavilion) are 
used by every class, including for Forest School. New sporting facilities are in the making. All 
in all, ‘it gives them a freedom rarely found in London. They can go into the bushes and 
make dens, climb trees and still feel totally safe.’ 

Bright and breezy teaching moves at a brisk, imaginative pace. We watched girls create a 
‘storm’ using a variety of sounds, for example, for a lesson on weather. In another class, a 
dinosaur egg had landed in the classroom, ready for exploration and discussion. Not as 
pushy as other schools in the area, reckon parents. ‘They make sure they enjoy the work 
and find ways to engage them – one of mine got an award for listening carefully and speaking 
well on the online class and she’s thrilled,’ said one. A fundamental aspect of the school’s 
approach is its personalised attitude to the academic - all are taught to a high standard, but 
not all are taught in the same way (also means no setting is required as the differentiation is 
within each class). ‘They never comment on where your child is in the class, which I really 
like – a world away from the normal north London competitiveness,’ added a mother. 
Resilience, confidence and curiosity are key to learning here and girls are increasingly 
encouraged to take risks too. Specialists in modern foreign languages. art, DT, PE, Forest 
School, drama and music throughout. ‘Adelante’ engages all pupils from reception in ‘Spanish 
language and culture’. French also added in year 3. 

IT firmly embedded from the off, with Apple Macs, Chromebooks and iPads used as ‘learning 
tools’. Attractive, well-used library with dedicated librarian, encouraging even the youngest 
to borrow, express opinions, and carry out research. Teachers, as in the senior school, are 
big on research and pedagogy, as well as sharing good practice – as such, vacancies tend to 
attract those hungry to learn rather than looking for a more cushy role. 

A SENCo and two part-time learning support teachers are shared with the senior school. 
Around five per cent are on the SEN register, mainly consisting of pupils with dyslexia; no 
EHCPs currently. Support is mainly in the classroom, although children are occasionally 
withdrawn from lessons to work in a quieter space. EAL a growing area, with school 



increasingly geared up to provide extra support where needed. Gifted and talented given 
additional stretch. 

Music undoubtedly a strength, with enthusiastic head of music working closely with her 
equally energetic colleague in the senior school. Regular music lessons, plus plenty of 
opportunities to perform in music assemblies, orchestra, brass and wind bands, string 
quartet and choir. Wide range of individual music lessons, with vast majority taking classes in 
anything from saxophone to harp. Does its best to ensure girls find an instrument that ‘fits 
their character’ and lets parents borrow rather than buy in the early stages. Lots of 
opportunities to perform, including singing at other schools and festivals. 

The bigger drama performances take place in the senior school’s performing arts building 
from reception upwards – there’s at least two a year per class, though they sometimes join 
forces. The Lion King, a recent year 5 and 6 production, was a big hit and – impressively for 
a junior school – girls have been known to write their own scripts for class assemblies. 
‘Some of the pushier parents complain their daughters spend too long on drama when they 
should be doing English and maths, but most of us disagree – they get so much from it, 
especially confidence – and how lucky are they to stand in a professional theatre with 
professional seating and lighting!’ said one parent. 

Art and DT have their own designated, recently refurbished room. The teacher is a specialist 
who was a form teacher, but whose passion clearly erred towards more creative pursuits 
and he works closely with the senior school art department so that children can go over 
there for eg ceramics and 3D printing. 

It would be hard to argue that sport is a strength, given what parents told us (school 
disagrees) though most don’t seem bothered either because, as they told us, ‘mine just 
aren’t sporty’ or ‘this area is very well served by local clubs, so you can just join those 
instead.’ ‘I do think the sport could be more exciting,’ grumbled one. Multi-purpose hall, plus 
well-used netball and tennis courts onsite, though swimming takes place elsewhere, and the 
school has its own playing field a brisk walk away, which is used more than it used to be 
including for sports days. Pupils have competed at regional and national level in tennis, 
swimming and cross-country. House challenges are increasingly popular, as are park runs. 
Water sports in year 6 are a source of excitement – includes kayaking and sailing. 

Has significantly boosted the extracurricular offering introducing clubs ranging from karate 
to Mandarin, knitting and coding, often at the suggestion of pupils. Busy schedule of visits and 
workshops include at least one a term per class (eg British Museum, Sky Studios, different 
places of worship, science and technology workshops) and residential trips for older pupils 
(year 4 have a single overnight stay away, year 5s head off to PGL in Wiltshire for three days 
and year 6s have a week at a Dorset PGL). 

Girls are well behaved – though modernisation since our last visit means they no longer have 
to leap to their feet to chorus ‘Good afternoon.’ The atmosphere is friendly and bustling, 
girls engaged and enthusiastic. Everyone talks about the inclusive feel – ‘it’s part of the 
Channing DNA,’ said a parent from an ethnic minority background, though another told us 
they’d like to see the school ‘become even more reflective of the area in terms of ethnic 
diversity’. Everyone from the teachers through to caretakers and kitchen staff know all pupils 



by name. Pupil voice is on the up, as are leadership opportunities – and outreach work is a 
bigger part of daily life here, with food bank collections and writing to local hospitals in 
lockdown. Girls use their own initiative too, often knocking on the head’s door to suggest 
selling eg scrunchies they’ve made with their grandma. 

Channing used to be very much a local school, but the increased intake and improved 
academic reputation mean that, while there are still plenty of locals (some whose families 
have attended the school for generations), the pool now spreads out five miles, with some 
arriving from the City and beyond. Families are also more international than before, though 
still largely made up of a solid core of affluent professionals (lots of medics). Growing 
numbers are dual income, so are grateful for the extensive wrap-around care available from 
7.30am (includes breakfast) to 6pm (5pm on Fridays) run by TAs (some slots cost extra). 
Active parents' association arranges regular events and does the usual fundraising. ‘It’s very 
much a community environment, which is hard to create in north London,’ said parent. 

Plenty of parental praise for the school’s reaction to the pandemic, albeit better the second 
time round, with many saying their daughters are kept excitable and engaged during online 
learning, with school having learned from the first. ‘They listened to what parents asked and 
have upped the amount of one-to-one time with the teachers, as well as doing more 
extra-curricular online,’ said one. Reception class were dressing up as astronauts to go on an 
online space adventure the week we reviewed the school. 

The last word 

This traditional school has increasingly high academic standards, with tailored and imaginative 
learning to ensure no pupil misses out. Coupled with the fact that extra-curricular also on 
the up, it’s no wonder that families are applying from further out than ever before. 

 


